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Blown Insulation –
Passive Fire Barriers
Redplug
Redplug was originally conceived as a
traditional cavity wall and blown loft
insulation installer, initiated to take
advantage of now redundant grant
schemes and other domestic, commercial
and construction opportunities.
However, from the start we received
regular requests to retro fit blown
Rockwool insulation to mitigate fire and
acoustic problems in new and existing
building fabric. Blown acoustic & passive
fire barrier solutions now account for the
bulk of our business.
Rockwool is a dense and abrasive
insulation and developing processes that
allow us to blow the product to achieve
a passive fire barrier while guaranteeing
a quality installation has been quite
challenging.
In many refurbishment projects, lead
times, cost, and impracticality impact
on the use of proprietary Rockwool fire
barrier products and so replication of
these materials but in a blown format has
been identified as an obvious solution by
Redplug.
Redplug Blown Insulation (Fire Barriers)
Ltd is a sub-division of Redplug group
specialising in passive blown fire barriers
and has its own accreditations for the
SMAS health and safety management
system, Constructionline Silver in addition
to bespoke contractors’ insurances
specific to the company’s individual skills
& projects.
To compliment all the works, we have
completed to date, we have now
successfully completed an initial range
of Ad Hoc bespoke fire tests to prove the
efficacy of blown stonewool insulation as

a successful passive blown fire barrier
option when undertaking mitigation
works to a range of common external
envelope specifications. These tests have
been undertaken by the Fire Prevention
Association (We are FPA Members) at
their laboratories in the Cotswolds. The
results have exceeded our expectations
and can now offer evidential support and
qualification for our customers.
In addition to the above we will be
undertaking a 2nd tranche of Ad Hoc tests
but in accordance with the principles of
BS: 476 part 22 to add further value to
our solution.
To bring this process to a conclusion
we are also engaged in an ISO 9001
QA management process which when
complete will enable us to offer a full
turnkey solution, hopefully by the Autumn
of 2021.

Rockwool
Rockwool is a respected global brand
and is the leading manufacturer of noncombustible stone wool insulation with a
range of products utilised for sound, fire,
and thermal mitigation.
Volcanic diabase is quarried in the UK
and the finished product is manufactured
at the site of an old coal mine in the
Welsh Valleys. Rockwool manufactures
a range of fire barrier products but the
fundamental to the Rockwool product is
its non-combustibility. This is a legal term
and fully defines its suitability as a passive
blown fire barrier.
Rockwool:
• Does not settle. Ensuring once
insulation has been installed to the
desired area and density it will remain in
place.
• Low risk of condensation. Product is

breathable and vapour permeable.

The installation process

• Water repellent. Prevents moisture
migrating across the cavity.

Test box

Product Durability
Redplug utilises Rockwool Energy Saver
and Rockwool Rockprime blown products
both of which have proven service in all
types of climate and degrees of exposure.
They both provide effective protection for
the lifetime of a building. The products are
non-combustible, durable, rot-proof, water
resistant and sufficiently stable to remain
effective as a passive fire barrier insulation
for the life of the building. Supporting
MSDS information is available on request.

Compatibility
Rockwool products will not react with
wire, plastic, or metal wall ties, brickwork,
masonry, or cause loss of plasticiser from
PVC cables and pipes.

Testing
Redplug recently carried out fire tests
at the Fire Prevention Authority’s
laboratories. There are no accredited
testing methods for the type of test that
we wished to procure, so after discussion
with our fire consultant Part B, a bespoke
test was carried out. A copy of the test
result report can be found as part of this
technical submission if required.

In many refurbishment projects, lead
times, cost, and impracticality impact
on the use of proprietary Rockwool fire
barrier products and so replication of
these materials but in a blown format has
been identified as an obvious solution by
Redplug.
Prior to beginning any installation, the
machinery must be calibrated to determine
the thoroughness, integrity, and ultimately
the efficacy of the proposed installation.
Thoroughness is confirmed by filling a
standard test box to check timed delivery
and weight achieved at the pre-determined
ratios required.
This is a standard and repeatable
calibration test but is typically initiated
at the start of each building. Once
undertaken the machine will hold the
calibration indefinitely.
A successful test box is achieved when the
blown material is exposed on completion
of the blowing procedure showing an even
installation pattern when the material
is then removed and weighed. The total
weight set against the test box dimensions
will give the relevant density weight which
should at least match the density of the
proprietary product. When carrying out
the installation the machinery will have
been set to automatically shut off the
delivery once the target density has been
achieved.
To further enhance quality management
Redplug continually checks installations
as work progresses with a borescope. This
procedure offers an opportunity to check
the integrity of the installation procedure
and the condition of the cavity and cavity
materials as work progresses. It is possible
to take photographs of the cavity, but
clarity can often be an issue.

Calculations
The amount of material that is required to fill the cavity is worked out for each area that
will be worked on. The calculation is shown below. The area, cavity width and density are
all entered into the calculation, which confirms the amount of material that is required.
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Survey
Prior to any works commencing, a survey
should be carried out to determine the
existing condition of both the external &
internal walls, plus the cavity condition
including checking the condition of any
existing membranes, wall ties, cavity trays
etc.

Installation procedure
External walls
1. Position van/machine in pre-designated
position.
2. Position any guard barriers or fencing to
work area as required.

5. Drilling must be complete for the full
elevation to be installed or to the next floor
if separation by solid floors is in existence.
6. Set out installation hose to delivery
position.
7. Switch on machine.
8. The machine will have been precalibrated during the test box procedure &
requires no further set up.
9. Cut material bags and place material
into machine hopper
10. Place installation nozzle into holes
from the ground up from level to level as
work progresses.

3. Carry out pre installation condition
checks to walls/building fabric etc.

11. Material will be delivered to cavity until
the pre-determined density is achieved
when the machine will automatically shut
off low pressure delivery.

4. Start the drilling procedure from
the ground up. Utilise correct access
equipment for respected height and
ground conditions.

12. Inspect leading and empty holes with
the borescope to check for obstacles
(Highlight to employer if obstacles are
encountered)

13. Continue 9-11 across the elevation
until the requirement is complete.

Quality Assurance
In addition to the machine calibration
and borescope procedures Redplug now
has an agreement with a respected fire
engineering specialist to oversee and carry
out inspections on all our installations
when required. The employer or their
agents may request to make random
inspections by drilling investigation holes
at independently chosen points across the
building to check the installation with a
borescope for their own records.
Redplug will assist in providing bespoke
QA records for our customers where
necessary so that all records required to
prove the installation is successful are
provided.

Typical Drill Patterns
The blown product is typically installed
via 32mm & 26mm holes either internally
or externally. Holes should be drilled at
centres in accordance with typical drill
patterns as outlined below to ensure
a consistent and thorough spread
throughout the cavity. An example of how
this would look is shown opposite. The
exact locations of holes will be determined
on site following the initial survey to
ensure the material gets to all areas within
the cavity.

Installation Equipment
In conjunction with the UK’s leading
blown insulation machinery manufacturer,
Stewart Energy Insulation, we have
developed portable & semi portable
equipment, specifically designed, and
calibrated to blow Rockwool material to
meet the requirements of our delivery
process. The machinery is serviced and recalibrated at regular intervals as required

Typical drill pattern layout
by the manufacturer and is approved
by Rockwool Ltd. Data sheets for the
machinery can be supplied on request.

Summary
Redplug has developed an enviable track
record of installing Rockwool blown
products to mitigate fire spread on a
range of projects and many successful,
retrofitted installations have been and
continue to be undertaken, to help gain
LABC approval where previously they had
failed. Ultimately, our solutions are not
perceived to be a replacement to any of
Rockwool’s existing fire barrier products
but to be a complimentary and costeffective solution which includes a logical,
standardised, and practical solution to
initiate a satisfactory and usable remedy.

Supporting Information
Redplug has completed a range of passive
fire barrier installations and a sample of
successful projects has been included
below:		
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Fire spread through service shafts/
voids – Whitworth Art Gallery
– University of Manchester/ISG
Group Approx 10x10 engineered
wall 400mm deep circa 1600kg of
material
Fire spread through 140mm
concrete/OSB cavity partition/party
walls – Royal Wharf – Ballymore
Group 10x15x250mm deep party
wall circa 1300kg of material
Fire spread through service
shafts – Retail development Charlotte Street, London – Bennett
Construction v
 arious areas but circa
100kg material
Fire spread through steel door frames
– 4th floor/underground machine
room – Crossrail/Tottenham Court
Road Station/Laing O’Rouke minimal
value circa 100kg material
Fire spread filling of heat transfer
void - Energy from Waste Facility –
Devonport Dockyard – Plymouth CC
– Massey Cladding Solutions/Bristol. 
various areas circa 500kg material
Filling of 40m high ventilation
shaft/cavity void – Mace/Crossrail
– Hanover Square London. circa
1280m2 @ 250mm cavity circa
12,800kg

7.

Conversion of office building to
residential. Fire barrier cavity
fill, Pollard Const. Coates House,
Nailsea. Avon. 530m2 @ 100mm circa
2,125kg.

8.

Conversion of office building to

residential. Cladding fill and fire
barrier, Regent Hose, Basildon –
London Green. 5
 00m2 @ 60mm circa
1200kg
9.

Conversion of office building to
residential. Fire barrier cavity fill,
Sheenlane Developments. Becketts
and Caxton House, Ilford. 2
 600m2
circa 8,300kg

10. Fire spread through 400mm brick/
OSB cavity party walls – Student
accommodation, Derby Rd,
Nottingham – J A Ball Const. circa 
various circa 1600kg
11. Fire barrier cavity fill, Sheenlane
Developments. Quadrant House,
Redhill. Surrey. 1300m2 circa
3100kg
12. Fire barrier/Column, void filling to
cladding/columns, Skanska. St Giles,
Denmark Street London. various
positions circa 900kg
13. Fire barrier upgrade. Fire barrier
cavity fill/12 Storey building,
University of the Arts, Elephant
& Castle – Trinity Const. 560m2
@240mm cavity circa 5,375kg
14. Fire barrier Stud Wall/Cavity fill,
East Park, Exeter University – Vinci
Construction. 2
 20m2 @ 200mm void
@ circa 1750kg

Frequently asked questions
answered
1.

How is it ensured that the blown
fibre gets to the area required and
stays there? M
 ineral wool cavity
wall insulation systems have been
designed and tested rigorously by
the BBA and manufacturers over the
last 40 years and fibre movement
and integrity is a fundamental of
the installation process. For thermal

installations, the BBA certificate
would cover this as part of the
‘system design’. We just duplicate this
process but as a remedial fire barrier
2.

How will the blown fibre negotiate
its way around, for example, mortar
droppings within the cavity, brick ties
etc. etc.? As above

3.

What assurances are there that the
blown fibre will remain in place and
will not slump over time, given that
there is no mechanical attachment
to the substrate, and it cannot, by
definition, be adequately compressed
within the cavity? As above. The
resistance of the enclosed cavity
is essential to confirming density
and compaction which is replicated
on a small scale when we utilise
the test box procedure. This is the
point of the test box i.e., to achieve
the target weight/density. We have
proved though our tests at the
FPA laboratories that the blown
material will stay in situ even with an
aggressive 800oC + flame directed
into the cavity base.

4.

How is material applied around
window frames, without falling
into the cavity, coming adrift etc.
and remaining in place around
the windows for the life of the
building? E
 ven if the cavity stability is
compromised the material will stay in
situ. We have proved this in our fire
test outlined in the previous point.

5.

Redplug is more than happy for
prospective customers of our service
to visit any of our installations to
view our working procedures as well
as to experience how the works are
undertaken. This is always dependent
on the contractor/client we are
working for.

6.

References: Although every project
is different, we are more than happy
to supply references from projects of
a similar size, scope, or client.

